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PROLOGUE
'The Spark Education Programme' is a free online course and educator resource
centre, teaching you how to find your voice through spoken word poetry - linked
into the full length spoken word show 'Spark'. Whether you’ve a passing interest
(and maybe even a little bit of experience with spoken word) or you’ve never done
spoken word before in your life - if you have never even heard of it, this programme
is for you.
Welcome to ‘The Spark Education Programme’ Workbook. This companion
document is here to guide and support you through the video led programme. With
written lessons, page versions of all the poems, step by step guides for each of the
writing exercises, and some extra hints and tips along the way, it’s everything you
need to start you on your journey to finding you voice, building your confidence, and
telling amazing stories. All through the medium of writing and performing spoken
word poetry.
Throughout this programme you will be learning about the five stages of writing
spoken word;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Mind Mapping
Planning
Writing
Editing
Performing

What you will need
1. Something to write with
2. A space to perform out loud

Ground Rules
1. Be kind. To yourself and (if you are performing in a group) to your peers.
Writing spoken word is a vulnerable and brave thing, so be kind to yourself
while doing so.
2. Say all your work out loud.
3. This isn’t your typical poetry class, so whenever you start to feel super
analytical about your work, shake it off!
4. You never have to share anything you don’t want to.
5. Do not share stories about other people without their permission.
6. It’s not about the poem, it’s about the process. You don’t have to come out
of every chapter with a finished poem, the process of writing is more
important than the finished poem.
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7. Take advantage of the reading list. After every chapter there are examples of
other poetry videos by poets from around the world. Don’t miss out!
8. So important it’s worth saying twice. Be kind.

Accessibility
All the videos are captioned, and you can download the transcripts from the
website. If you have any other access needs or have any questions at all about the
programme, please contact us at sparkeducationprogramme@gmail.com
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What is Spoken Word?
Spoken word poetry is poetry that is written with performance in mind. Anything
that is written to be spoken out loud. For that reason, what you actually write and
how you write it doesn't matter, because your audience doesn't get to see it. It's all
about what is presented in that one space where you say that poem out loud. That's
what the poem is and because of this, because it is as much about the
PERFORMANCE as it is about the WRITING, pretty much anything can be
considered spoken word. A letter can be spoken word. A recipe can be spoken
word. You might be sitting there thinking 'I've never written a poem in my life; I
cannot write spoken word.' You might not have written a poem before, but you have
written a list, I guarantee you'll have written a list. Spoken word is about what you
have to say not what is written on paper because what you have written on paper is
too important to just stay there - it deserves to live out loud.

LINK – ‘Introduction Poem’

Mini Writing Exercise
‘3 Things I Know to be True’
Take out your notebooks for the first writing exercise. This was the first exercise I
did the first time I was exposed to spoken word poetry. It comes from Sarah Kay’s
TED Talk, which is the best introduction to spoken word you can imagine. It is first
on the reading list so absolutely check it out when you have finished this chapter.
All you have to do is write down three things you know to be true. You can’t think
too hard about it because this exercise has a one-minute time limit.
Take a new page in your notebook or write in the space below.

1.
2.
3.
The reason we do this exercise is to get into the habit of writing down things about
ourselves in a way that shows what we believe to be true.
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Goal of the Programme
Writing the ‘Introduction’ really helped me place front and centre all the things I
knew to be true and all the things that I wanted to share about myself before
launching into the story of the ‘Spark’ show. It was really empowering and made me
feel like a true storyteller.
So, the purpose of this programme is to give you all the tools that you need to start
you off on your journey to writing spoken word. And at the end, you're going to
write your own introduction poem. A roughly three-minute piece that you could take
and walk into a room full of strangers, stand and deliver it, and let them know
exactly who you are and what you're all about. Now you might be sitting there
thinking right now 'absolutely not' but hopefully by the end of this programme you'll
have changed your mind, and you'll look back on all the writing that you will have
done (by doing the exercises that are in this programme) and think to yourself
'people need to hear this.'

Writing Exercise
‘List poem’
We are going to write a list (don’t freak out, it’s just a list). Number 1 to 10 and write
down ten things you wish that people knew about you. It can be anything you want
but, again, you only have ten minutes for this exercise, so don’t think too hard about
it. Below are some hints to help you get started.
1. Start with the basics. Only put one sentence answers for all of them. Then,
go back and chose your favourite ones and write another sentence after that.
Imagine you told me one of the things on your list and I asked ‘why?’ Write
me an answer.
2. When you have your list have a look and see if shuffling the numbers around
makes it read any better. Think about how your list flows.
3. Read it out loud. Things don’t sound the way you think they do in your head.
If, when you read it out, it sounds too much like you’re reading from a page,
try simplifying your language. Make it sound more like a conversation than an
essay.
4. Why not try ending it with something you wish you knew about yourself? That
would round your list out nicely.
5. Read it out loud from start to finish.
6. Congratulations, you just wrote your first poem!
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Conclusion
Right now, writing an ‘Introduction’ poem of your own might seem impossible to
you. But look at your last poem. You have a full-page, maybe more, of things that
you want to share with people. If you just took that and read it out to a room full of
strangers, it might not be the ‘Introduction’ poem that you want to write but it's a
really good start.

Top Tip – Examine your comfort zone
Always be pushing and testing your comfort zone. Like I said in the Ground Rules,
you never have to share anything you don’t want to, but you should be asking
yourself why you don’t want to share certain things? If it is because it is private, that
is absolutely fine. But if it is something you would like to share but feel putting it out
into the world would leave you feeling vulnerable, that might be an issue of
confidence instead of comfort. Confidence is something that can be built upon, and
we do so throughout the programme.

Reading List
POEM
If I Should Have a Daughter by Sarah Kay
9 Things I Would Like to Tell Every Teenage Girl by
Melissa Newman-Evans
List Poem by Doug Garry
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Text of Poem
‘Introduction’
when I tell you to tell me a story
I really mean
welcome home
my ears are the AirBnB
on the holiday of your dreams
when I say your dreams
I really mean my purpose
if you’re on a journey then, baby,
I’m your designated driver
solid 5-star Uber review
you
passenger accomplice
willing companion
synchronised compass
northward
on the highways of our histories
have you ever rode the waltzers
solo
after stuffing your face full of fairground fodder
then you stand
and try go out through the in door
pushing at the pull gate
dizzy
and
sick
afterburn of life rising in your throat
Earth’s rotation s p i n n i n g between your ears
I have
a lot
which is to say
I have a lot of experience
standing still when the way we move through space
Is the smallest force pushing me around
put another way
I’m a good man in a storm
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I’m good at floating
the water never gets above my head
only directly to
I mean
I will never let you drown
when the oceans of this world
wash inwards
and carve coastlines to your front door
my body will be sandbag and sail
It’s been a while since I’ve had to bail out the storm
I mean
I won’t bail out on you
if you ask me, I will carry you
over every horizon
which is to say
I know I say a lot, have said a lot
I know I talk too much
but I’ve swallowed down
so many stories that didn’t agree with me
I got tired of bringing up the past
so tell me one of yours
lace your voice with starlight
cause god knows I’m scared of the dark
when I say the dark
I mean
the silence
when I say the silence
I mean
please
don’t leave me
I don’t want to be alone
alone this girl falls in the forest
and who cares if I make a sound
can you learn to love the garden
when it looks like the underbrush?
looks like the darkest part of the fairytale
the bit they leave out of the movies
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I’m not a princess
nor warrior
not hero or sidekick
not magic wand or spindle prick
I’m the witch they left out of the story
the (mostly) good kind
who comes and goes by bubble
and holds you as you cry
my magic can hold back the dark
I mean
I love you
my name is
the backbone of your question mark
that thing
you didn’t know
you didn’t know
let’s find out together
I mean
hello
I can’t wait to get to know you
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Supporting Poem
‘I Make Films’
I make films
Because I’m shit at saying what I feel
But put a camera and a reel
In my hands and I’ll paint you
Everything I’ve ever wanted to say
In 25 frames per second.
I make films
Because when you touch the nape of my neck
I hear violins
Contrasting ambiences cover all your sins
And maybe I’ll never find chords as powerful as
My heart will go on
I’ve had the time of my life
Come what may
Even if I could say all I wanted
Words would never describe this harmony.
I write films
Because of the times we’ve said things like
“What does humidity percentage mean?”
“If you could get all your sleep at once,
What third of your life would you miss?”
“Would you like another cup of tea?”
And with your hand on my knee
Head tipped back against the couch
I know we’ll never say
Tomorrow is another day or
Here’s to looking at you kid
Cause even if we did
The way your fingers trace my bones
Renders all my lines irrelevant.
I make films
Because with you I wake up like sunrises
Laugh like a samba band
Hopeful and afraid as a delivery room
There are so many moments
I wish I could re-watch in slow motion
You know I’ve always been more show than tell.
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I make films
Because Scorsese asked, “Am I redeemable?”
Luhrmann asked, “Will this love last forever?”
Hitchcock asked, “What are you afraid of?”
And every time someone tells me they love my work
I feel wanted
And yes, I’m aware it might be pathetic
To ask, “Am I special?”
But you keep telling me I am
And I am looking for a way to believe you.
I write films because I love you.
I’ll never say it
And maybe our story
Doesn't have a beginning, middle and end
Maybe there’s problem in the projection room
The sound and the image don’t match up
You look at your phone during the important bits
And after the screen fades to black
And the credits roll
The house lights come up
To reveal the mess we made
At least I made something out of it
At least you now understand.
I make films
To make sense of life
And I am constantly redrafting.
By the way
I also write poems.
For reasons, see above.
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I remember, growing up, always being told to respect my elders. Which I always
tried to do. However, sometimes when in conversation with someone who was
considered an ‘elder’, if I disagreed with their opinion or their view and I tried to
counter it with my own, I was silenced with a snapped “Respect your elders”.
When teaching spoken word to young people, the thing I come up against most is
the young person’s staunch belief that they do not have any stories that are worthy
of being turned into poems.
When you are constantly being told by people older than you that you do not have
sufficient life experience that entitles you to opinions, is it any wonder that you feel
like you don’t have anything interesting to say?
I am here to tell you that your experiences and your characteristics and your beliefs
all contribute to your unique voice, which is the starting point for amazing stories
that only you can tell.

Writing Exercise
‘The Story Grid’
This exercise is called ‘The Story Grid’, and it’s something we are going to come
back to over and over throughout the programme.
Take the next five minutes to fill out this grid below, or take a fresh page in your
notebook and section it up like the grid below before filling it in. Try to spend the
whole five minutes writing, the things you put in your grid can be as big or as small
as you want (for example, in my ‘Dislikes’ section I have both “chewing gum” and
“the patriarchy”) and no one gets to see your story grid, so don’t think too hard
about it.
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I AM

LIKES
(things I care about enough to talk
about)

DISLIKES
(things that bother me enough to talk
about)
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Your ‘Story Grid’ is a great example of MIND MAPPING; it's a lot of information you
have written down that you know to be true, and that you are PLANNING to use in
writing to come. I always start my writing process with MIND MAPPING, where I just
try to get down on paper as much as I can before starting to pick out all the
interesting and useful bits I can turn into stories and poems. Hopefully, you will
already see some stories appearing from your MIND MAP.
For example, I AM a granddaughter, I LIKE Glasgow, the city where I live, and I care
about it enough to talk about it, and a THING THAT HAS HAPPENED to me is
spending summer holidays doing tourist things in Glasgow with my Grandmother
because we couldn’t afford to go away on holiday. Those three things put together
make a story that I can tell, and I did with ‘Grandmother Glasgow’.

Link – Grandmother Glasgow

Writing Exercise
‘7 minutes’
We’re going to do a writing exercise that helps clear out the cobwebs and helps get
down on paper the massive playground that your brain and your imagination are.
For the next seven minutes we are going to do some freewriting, and what I mean
by that is we are going to write and not stop.
Take a new page and write at the top “outside these walls, I am” (I used a prompt
similar to this when I was at a masterclass run by Scottish poet, Jenny Lindsay, and
I had a lot of fun with it). Then put seven minutes on the clock and keep writing. If
you come to natural pause just keep repeating “I am writing” and write that phrase
over and over again until your train of thought picks up again and you can move on.
This is an exercise where the writing you do never sees the light of day, but it’s
great to just take your brain off the hook and let your pen do all the work. When you
read it back you will be surprised at some of the lines you have come up with
completely out of the blue. Who knows, maybe you will even like some of them
enough to use in future poetry.
Note – this is an exercise you can repeat at any point in the programme if you are
feeling a touch of writer’s block. It’s great for shaking things loose.
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Conclusion
This is the end of Chapter Two. I hope by now you’ve learned;
1. Anyone can write spoken word, it’s not that scary and it can be a lot of fun.
2. You have so many stories to tell and interesting things to say that will be the
starting point for amazing poems.

Top Tip – Figuring things out
The stories you tell and the poems you write don’t all have to be about things you
absolutely know to be true. Writing about the things you are trying to figure out or
trying to understand makes compelling poems. No one likes to listen to people who
boast about having it all figured out. Audiences connect with people who are
vulnerable, and show those vulnerabilities in public. I write about getting older and
motherhood and legacy and feminism; all things that I am trying to understand
better. If you want to write things that connect with large audiences, write about the
things you are trying to figure out.

Reading List
My Honest Poem by Rudy Francisco
Facts about Myself by Tucker Bryant
Lost Voices by Darius Simpson and Scout Bostley
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Text of Poem
‘Grandmother Glasgow’
I don’t remember my earlier memories
but she’s the tiny shoes and blankets and the sing-songs
my Grandmother never needed a fireside and an armchair
to keep us listening intently at her feet
my Grandmother kept stories stored
in the fold of her skirts
strapped to fragile ankles
grasped in her silk-worm hands
when she can’t sleep
my Grandmother thinks of every street
from Anderston Cross to Finneston
Anthony Street, McIntyre Street,
Hyde Park, Guest, Oak, Lancefield, Port, Elliot and Grey
my Grandmother sings the old songs
the crooning ones
the ones like ally-bally-bee and Daisy, Daisy
I’m in primary three
and the teacher asks if anyone knows the words
my hand shoots up
desperate to impress
it took me 20 years to figure out
she taught me the wrong words
my version went;
“Daisy, Daisy, what dae ye make o’ that
upset the table and nearly killed the cat
the cat began tae bubble
so I hit it wae a shovel
it went tae bed wae a broken head
and a face like a kangaroo”
my Grandmother tucks a wicked sense of humour
up her sleeve with her handkerchief
she’s got all the time in the world for you to get the joke
she’s laughing still
if you don’t laugh you’ll greet, she says
and somedays all we’ve been left with is lost
she lost
a home to a war
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brother to illness
sister and breast to cancer,
husband to a heart attack
teeth
weight
the protective tissue in the soles of her feet
but she dances three times a week
she’s laughing still
she used to walk us everywhere
summer holidays smell like the streets of my city
the galleries and museums
swimming pools and libraries
my Grandmother taught me how to be a library
without ever opening a book
if I could I would spend every second with her
untying the histories from her throat
photographing the maps worn into
the soles of her feet
I wish I could make a library of all that she is
because my Grandmother is the City of Glasgow
she is laundry steam breath and close tile artistry
she is the subway and the seagulls
after your newspaper wrapped poke of chips
she is the number 6 bus,
Buchanan Street buskers,
ship yards and The Shed,
spirit of the Clyde
whiskey and water
she is the pub
she is the old songs
and I,
I am the legacy of Grandmother and City
with giant shoes to fill
so
if you never get the chance to meet my Grandmother
that’s okay
set your feet lose on the streets of Glasgow
you will find her on every corner
people make it and it makes people
from her to my father to me
stop to listen
in between the awful birdsong
of screaming people,
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rumbling traffic off the kerbs,
the symphony of Sauchiehall Street
you’ll start to hear the old songs
there, you will always find her
Anthony Street, McIntyre Street, Hyde Park, Guest,
Oak, Lancefield, Port, Elliot and Grey.
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Supporting Poem
‘Stitches’
My mother is not a tall person. I’ve long since dwarfed her
but she still bends her knees to hug me
stooping for the child I was, arms reaching
for the days she could wrap up all my body and worries
hold them against her chest with laced fingers.
She can’t quite lace her fingers anymore, but she still bends her knees
there are some habits that are hard to break
it is hard to argue with muscle memory.
No, my mother never raised a dangerous woman
She tells me “don’t push your luck”
fairy-tale hands on atlas hips
leaning over me with that stare
the secret handshake shared by every member
of the Mother club
her library chested child
always on the verge of another story.
She sews me dresses, and I watch the repetitive
arc of her fingers and she pulls together
scraps of colour to make me something beautiful
reminds me to shine brightly
I’m sure she would have sewn me armour
if she thought I needed it.
I see her stitches in everything around me
in the father teaching his daughters to fight
the desperately sought and deserved education
her heel prints on the path to business and success
his relieved smile through his defeated tears
and I cant help but wonder
if I will ever tell a stitch a story
with that much love.
When I try to talk about world issues
the words just die on my tongue
I try to bring to life stories of our strife
but I cant help but think, why me?
this library chested child
shushed from round social dividers
by serious men in serious suits
holding history in their hands
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telling me this is not the time to read out loud.
But why not me?
when I have thoughts on gender equality
and all the ways I own my body
and if I had a one in two chance of being born a girl
is that still a one in seven billion to change the world
and I’m so grateful for being lucky and free
but still have a desperate need to tell our story
I don’t know what I can put into this life
but I can’t keep quiet anymore.
My mother said don’t chance your luck
so I’ll place my guidebook hands into her fairy-tale ones
and take my turn at spinning
add threads to the pattern, make it stronger
bolder, colourful and beautiful, louder
it’s not luck, it’s a chance to change
all I can put into this world is me
my story, my line in the tale, thread in the tapestry
body in the storm, because I was born
of all the people in all the times in all the universe
I am here
speaking
now
and I am not alone.
From umbilical cord to the bonds of sisterhood
we are all held together by stitches
the repetitive arc of millions of hands
pulling together something beautiful
we are fragile on our own but together
we can be called nothing but dangerous.
I slip my hands into hers and we stand
her fingers can’t lace anymore
but she grips my knuckles like the bars of a roller coaster
and we both wait for the free fall
heads up and standing tall
adding our voices to all
we know some habits are hard to break
it is hard to argue with muscle memory, but we hope
maybe one day, I won’t have to raise a dangerous woman
I’ll hand her the dresses my mother made me
and say don’t be afraid to tear it apart
we have strong thread, and I was taught how to sew
it can be made up anew
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into something,
into a world
that is much more you.
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I remember that in school it was always dangerous to show that you cared about
something. If you cared about something that meant people could make fun of you
for caring about that thing. The cool people didn't seem to ever care about anything
and, I mean, how ridiculous is that? Going through life without caring about
anything must be really boring.

What is an Ode?
An ode is basically an old form of lyric poem that is usually sung. It is addressed to
a person or a thing and it is an admiration of that person or thing. Odes nowadays
are just letters of appreciation to a certain person or thing. It's about writing down
what you care about enough to share and to say it out loud.
There's nothing I like more than speaking to someone or listening to someone who
is passionate about what they talk about and that could be about anything. If
someone is chatting animatedly about Geology, then I will get on board. I don't
know anything about Geology, but this person is speaking about it in such an
excited way and they're so passionate about how cool they think that thing is that I
think it's cool too.

Link – Dear Hermione

Writing Exercise
‘Writing an Ode’
‘Dear Hermione’ is an ode to one of my favourite characters in fiction and it is
written in the form of a letter. This chapter’s main writing exercise is to write an ode
in the form of a letter. But first we need to figure out what we want to write an ode
about, which can be hard.
Take a new page in your notebook and write down these four heading, leaving
yourself plenty of room between each one so you can go back and fill in the gaps
later. This is the MIND MAPPING stage of the exercise.
1. Your favourite childhood book or movie
2. Your favourite food
3. An object you couldn’t live without
4. A person you couldn’t live without.
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Now, take three minutes and write down a couple of examples for each item on the
list. Make sure each example is something you feel you could write a lot about.
Once your three minutes are up, pick ONE example from your list, and that is what
you are going to write your ode about. Now, we move onto the PLANNING stage of
the exercise. Take a new page in your notebook and put another three minutes on
the clock. Now write down everything you can think of about that person or object.
Not everything has to make in into your finished piece but getting everything down
will help you in the next stage.
Finally, now you have finished the MIND MAPPING and the PLANNING stages of
the exercise, it’s time to go on and do the WRITING of our ode.
It’s just a letter, so you start the piece with “Dear….” and you end it with “love (your
name)”. It doesn’t have to be a very long letter, just let the person or object in your
ode know all the reasons you love it or them. Care out loud. Be brave. Have fun!
Take ten minutes. Happy writing.

Conclusion
As we go forward in this programme, I want you to remember the energy that you
felt when talking about something that you care about, because that energy is what
makes us (as performers) really engaging.

Top Tip – Say it out loud
Remember to be reading all of your work out loud as you write it. You don’t need to
wait until the end of the exercise or until there's a specific PERFORMANCE section,
you should be practising speaking the words that you are writing as you're writing
them. See if there's any natural rhymes or rhythms that happen. We’ll get to the
PERFORMANCE section later in the programme but by practicing saying things out
loud, it's going to make things so much easier when we get to it.

Reading List
Ode to My Bitch Face by Olivia Gatwood
Ode to the Selfie by Megan Falley & Olivia Gatwood
Ladders by Jack Macmillan
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Text of Poem
‘Dear Hermione’
when you first floated down the hallways of the Hogwarts Express
hair like you just licked the inside of a toaster
I knew you were the one for me
Robes on, spells memorised, paying no attention to
the boys, with dirty noses, broken glasses and dead parents
because you knew what was important
yes, Hermione, you knew you were there
on the Hogwarts Express
at platform nine and three quarters
because you were
Magic
1st Year;
“Hermione Granger and the Deductive Reasoning that Saved Harry’s Ass”
you were so small but full of sass
muggle born and GRYFFINDOR
you made your voice echo like a roar
cause bitches gotta know,
that its Levi-Osa, not Levio-Sa!
2nd Year;
“Hermione Granger and the Art of Taking One for the Team”
you had to deal with racists, stupid people
a big dirty Basilisk
you still solved the problem while you were petrified
3rd Year;
“Hermione Granger and That Brief Period You Were a Time Lord”
determined to fit all your learning into a little hourglass
with so much class, you refused to grass up Professor Lupin
just for being a werewolf
4th Year;
“Hermione Granger and Epiphany That You Can Be Both Hot AND Smart”
you made it clear that you are no one’s after thought
only idiots leave you as a last resort
5th Year;
“Hermione Granger and the Time You Had to Do Literally Everything Because Harry
Potter Is A Giant Frickin’ Emo”
Dumbledore’s Army came to be because you
gathered a small motley crew of others who knew
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the only way to do what was right was to be prepared to stand up and fight
6th Year;
“Hermione Granger and the Danger of Copying Someone Else's Homework”
you told him
to be fair, you told him
7th Year;
“Hermione Granger and Longest Walk in the Woods Ever”
(because someone let Harry pick the route)
followed by a fight to the death all in the name of what’s good
you gave up everything
for hope of a better world
you were always the best friend and never the girlfriend
your first love was always books
you never let anyone tell you that who you are is wrong
and in a world full of JKR’s
we all needed to hear that
Dear Hermione
you made this little girl, sitting alone with a book in her lap understand
you can sit alone with a book in your lap
and still be the hero of your story
Dear Hermione
you made this teenager understand that
the only thing more important than your education
is your bravery and your kindness
Dear Hermione
you made this woman understand that
no matter how many of them may come for you
there will always be daughters of the witches they forgot to burn
Dear Hermione
it’s been 20 years
and you still make me believe
in Magic
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Supporting Poem
‘Maisie’
I pull sticky hands into the sleeves of my coat
She beats her stick on the ground
And croaks
“Hurry up Hen! I’ll no wait forever
Maisie is my father’s great aunt
A cantankerous old witch
Twitch in her eye, roller stuck in her hair
Came out the womb fag in hand
Chimney stack birth
Starting fires with her first breath
And it only got worse from there
Born and bred in Glasgow west
My babysitter and teacher
Her stories were the best
This poem will never do her justice
But I have to try, so
This is the story of Maisie
And how Maisie died.
My first memory of her
We were shopping for a coat
But Maisie had this hump
I’m not sure why
And my aunty Caroline said without thinking
How about a nice camel coat, Maisie?
That day, I learned how to swear
Her husband Hugh was a tugboat captain
With a port in every harbour
Two families who never knew about each other
He went first
As he lay waiting to die
Maisie sat munching on four mince pies
He struggled to breathe
So Maisie leaned close in
Chucked her dear old husband on the chin
And said
Keep yer pecker up, Shug
And left
Seven years old, I sat in her living room
When the call came, to say that he died
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She said, “Aye. That’s him away,”
And looked me dead in the eye and said
“I won”
Maisie blazed her way through life
Living in her liquor
The next dance was always a fight
Swearing was punctuation
And she always, always had a light
I’ll never forget that March night
Gathered around her hospital bed
Every fag she ever smoked rattling through the room
Mask on, muffling her speech
Once she put it on her head to talk
And messed her hair up
My aunty went in to fix it and she said
“Don’t worry hen, the under taker will fix it for me”
I looked around, unsure what to do
Cause laughing was a little frowned on in that room
As she drew her last
She fought to speak
The mask came off and she cried
“I think I’ve shat myself”,
Her daughter leans in and whispers
“No mum, that’s me, I farted”
Maisie laughs
“Durty bastard”
AND DIES.
We all fell silent and took a deep breath in
Then all tried our hardest not to be the first to grin
My dad let out the tiniest giggle
And the walls came down
With me in the middle
The nurses burst in
Drawn by the noise,
To see us rolling around
Howling like pack animals
Calling her home
Tears on our faces
And thank you’s in our moans
And Maisie floated away
Carried off by our mirth
And we started telling stories about her
From her chimney stack birth.
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I wanna live like my Aunty Maisie
I want to blaze through my limited days
I want to be an absolute menace
Make people laugh with every sentence
I’m going to the grave with a mocking bow
And a wonky oxygen mask stuck to my brow
And leave them all wanting a little more
When I go you can fuck the encore
If I kick the bucket don’t waste your tears
But piss your pants over our years together
If I go tomorrow that’s okay with me
Cause I’ve made you laugh
And you’ve made me happy
And somewhere
Maisie beats her stick on the ground
And waits for me.
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In this chapter, we look at 'Doubt and Confidence' and how both can have massive
impacts on your writing. The more you write, the more you start to compare your
writing to other pieces of your writing that you're really proud of or even start to
compare them to other poets or people who are writing around you. It's really easy
at this stage to start to get in your head and start doubting your abilities or to feel
the pressure. This chapter will teach you how to counter that.

Am I Good Enough?
'Spark', in the middle, is probably one of the most personal poems I've ever written.
And it's my, my way of asking if I'm still the trailblazer that I was when I was 22 and
travelling the world. It's really easy to either think of a time when you were doing
something or working on something that you were really proud of and compare your
current self to that. When you do this, you can feel like you’re not living up to your
potential, which can be a really horrible thought. It’s easy to feel this and to ask
yourself 'Am I good enough?'
Even on your worst days, you are absolutely good enough. You just need the
smallest kernel of self-belief and self-worth to hold onto, even in the lowest of
moments, and you can do anything. You just need to find your ‘Spark’.

Link – Spark

Writing Exercise
‘7 minutes; I am good enough because…’
We're going to once again take our brains off the hook and do another seven
minutes of free writing. You've done this before, only this time the exercise is called
'I am good enough because...'
So, take a new page in your notebook and write down at the top 'I am good enough
because...' and you're going to just start writing for seven minutes without stopping.
This time, if you get stuck, write 'I am good enough because...' over and over until
your train of thought picks up again. So, if you come to a natural stop just keep
writing the prompt and you'll come up with new ways to tell yourself why you're
good.

Practical Exercise
‘Taking Up Space’
Have you ever walked down the street and dodged and weaved out of people’s
way? How about on public transport or in lifts? Have you ever tried to make yourself
smaller to make space for other people? This is a habit that we can carry into every
aspect of our lives, even into spaces that are ours to take up.
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You are allowed to take up space.
For the next five minutes, get up from your desk and practice taking up physical
space while reading out loud what you wrote in your seven minutes of free writing.
Stand, circle your arms around the area, plant your feet firmly on the ground and
feel the floor below your feet (this is called grounding yourself), raise your chin and
take deep breaths that expand your chest. Speak loudly with your head up.
Before you get started reading your seven minutes of free writing, repeat these
things to yourself out loud.
1.
2.
3.
4.

I take up space
I am allowed to take up space
I have the right to be here
What I have to say is important

Spend five minutes doing this and reading your writing exercise. Remember to drink
plenty of water to look after your voice. Have fun!

Conclusion
I'm going to keep saying this until I am blue in the face, your voice is worth
something. Your voice is important. Your voice deserves to be heard and you are
worthy of standing on a stage and have people giving you a standing ovation
because you just introduced yourself. So, give your voice the respect it deserves or
no one else will.

Top Tip – Take breaks
When you write poetry, you're basically mining your emotions. You're pulling up and
pulling apart memories and feelings to use in your writing and that is great but that
can take a lot out of you. So just remember to keep checking in and, if anytime you
feel drained or tired or need to step away, take the breaks that you need.

Reading List
https://youtu.be/BR6dQXo7ddY
https://youtu.be/sa1iS1MqUy4

Lemons by Katie Ailes
To This Day by Shane Koyczan
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Text of Poem
‘Spark’
on the nights you are a ghost in your own bed
and the summer heat creeps in your window
licks up the insides of your thighs and
laughs at your haunting
when all you are is burning
don’t forget to b r e a t h e
see, fire needs air to burn too
this isn’t your first time
scorching
the summers here are few and far between
but when the heat comes it can be suffocating
pulling you into straitjacket stickiness
and groping at your skin
it’s alright to be missing him
when you’re in each other’s warmth
on the nights everything is so close
it pushes you away
think of the thunderstorms
you hold in your hands
and their
power
to clear things, see
sadness is a subtle phantom
slipping you out of your body
before you ever felt its possession
you are nobody’s possession
remember that when you are floating above yourself
you are the girl with the subway system
beneath the surface of your city skin
always rushing
never sleeping
never stopping
so many places to be in
you begin to lose yourself in the dark
on the nights all the lights go out
do not be afraid
remember all the places you went
the pieces of yourself that stayed
remember not every ghost has to die to get there
and not everything that dies
has to stay dead
breathe
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just b r e a t h e
follow every subway line
like it’s the only story you have left
and burn
you are allowed to burn
remember all the great things that happen when you do
the way your feet pound the pavement
and maybe your worst stories hide in the pages of your diaries
remember you are scary too and
not every fire has to bring the world to its knees
sometimes all it takes is a
Spark
so keep matches in your teeth
and show them off in all your smiles
keep the heat in your heartbeat
grip it with your lightning hands and
feel
your own
power
light up a room
light up your home
feel the walls shake under your tempest body
ghost no more
haunter no more
somewhere
a girl with her heels in her hands runs to catch the last subway home
somewhere
an old house creaks with the memories of times long gone
someone lights a candle
someone starts a campfire
a volcano stirs and scientists shit themselves because they all thought it was long
dead
you
lie in bed
and b r e a t h e
the arms of the one who loves you most
who fans your flames
with the flickers in his chest
who answers your forest fires
with oceans
holds you a little tighter
a cool breeze climbs in the window
and the sky gets a little lighter
he grabs the duvet and pulls you under
outside the air clears
with the first rumble of thunder
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Supporting Poem
‘The Aviary’
sometimes I think about blue
how we see it
it’s the one that scatters through
in a way our eyes like to pick up on
that’s
universal
but is what we see as blue
universal?
are there things that can change our
perspective of blue?
sometimes I think about blue
and if I’ll ever see it again
or if the mesh has given me my very own
universal
when I chose exile
I built it in all the colours of company
fit for a party to fill piles of photo albums
but there’s no one
I mean I knew that
it’s in the name
exile
but still
my mother taught me to be ready for company
at all costs
who knows
someone might decide to pop round
even after everything
when I was young
I had a wildwood beyond my back fence
that I turned into my own kingdom
there was a girl who lived on the street
who said she just saw the trees
I guess some children can’t rely
on their own minds
sometimes
you have to spoon feed stimulation
I remember the aviary and the colourful birds
that flitted around the space
and wondered
if they ever missed the sky
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I figure that even if they did
that’s okay
because now they have a new purpose
our faces pressed against the glass was their new
blue
but there are somethings that are just
too dangerous to look at
you might get ideas
it might remind you of a time when you knew
what blue really was
and then you remember
there is no
universal
or company
or unimaginative children
there’s just exile
and mesh
and blue
and me
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In this Chapter we talk about 'Place' and how grounding place in our writing can
make it stronger. Throughout this Chapter remember the five senses; sight, hearing,
smell, touch, and taste. The senses help to evoke a sense of place in your writing
and they also help you remember minute details about the places that you're trying
to write about.

Spark & Scotland
The setting of Scotland is very strong within 'Spark'. Scotland is a place with such a
strong identity. Things like its cultures and mythology and its places, its vast nature
and even, to an extent, the Scots language. Deciding to write about 'Jenny Horne',
and therefore my cultural heritage, I had so much detail to play with before I even
started writing the show.

Link – Wilderness

Using Place in Your Writing
If you wanted to write about a specific place (and it doesn't even have to be a
physical place, it could be a place in time, for example a summer in your childhood)
you will think of the memories and feelings and smells and sights before even
having to consult your story grid. You already have all of that knowledge and
experience and memory to use as part of your writing. Describing how something
smells and linking it to how you felt at the time - there's so much to play with.
Places have stories too - use them in your writing to make them your own story.

Writing Exercise
‘That Street’
We’re going to write a poem called ‘That Street’.
So, for our MIND MAPPING stage, pick a street you want to write about. It can be
any street in the world, as long as you can picture it very clearly in your mind. Take
five minutes and write down on a new page as many memories as you can that take
place on that street. With each memory remember to write down a sensory memory
to go with it. For example, if you fell off your bike and skint your knee on this street,
what did the gravel feel like under your skin? Was there shouting from other people
when you fell? How would you explain the feeling of the sting? Put five minutes on
the clock and Happy Writing.
Once you have finished, we are moving onto the WRITING stage. Write a piece
describing the street and why it is important to you. Use as many memories as you
want from your MIND MAP and remember you can make this poem an ode or a list
poem if you like.
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Take 15 minutes and Happy Writing!

Conclusion
The places where you spend time in your life shape you as a person. The memories
you make there, the, the people that you meet, the things that happen, all impact
you - use those things in your writing. If you're ever writing a poem and you get
stuck and you think: “I don't know where I'm going with this”, take a moment and
think about 'Place'. Think about where your poem is set and then think about what
it smells like? What was the weather like and how did it feel like on your skin? More
often than not it helps you get unstuck.

Reading List
Montauk by Sarah Kay
That Summer by Jim Monaghan
Ayrshire Seagull Massacre by Angie Strachan
Wrong Fairytale by Grey Crosbie
You Ask Me What I Am So You May Know How to
Fear Me by Leah Anderson
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https://youtu.be/dOaPWl22_Pg
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Text of Poem
‘Wilderness’
If you ask me where I hail from
I will tell you from a place of giants
A place where the mountains were made by goddesses
Who carries them in their skirts
A place where the land is as wild
As the creatures who live on it
My home
A place I carry through the grit in my spirit
The grit under my fingertips
The waters, clean and cold, swirl around my mouth
Lace my words with wonder
Fill me with so much wilderness
Alba
Her name rolls down my spine
Until I’m standing straight
It tumbles off my tongue
And knocks me off my feet
She leaves such big shoes to fill
My bare unworthy feet
Kick up the dust of the roads
I’ve never travelled,
I could swear they’ve been here before
There’s something in the whisper of the wind
That tells me to run
Run with all the strength in my legs
Anywhere, everywhere, but never never backwards
To see the sea and her curved coast neckline
Craned for the kissing of rocks and sand
To live like no one is watching
Like it’s us
To scream with abandon
With joy
She understands
There is a song in my veins
It sounds like the hills in the morning
Sounds like the rivers
Drumming their own thunder to answer the sky
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Sounds like my grandmother humming
In the quiet moment she doesn't think anybody sees
It sounds like my grandfather, playing the spoons
His whiskey fingers hammering out songs and beats
My fathers chest inherited
It sounds like a story
I was destined to hear
It sounds like a song lost to the years
If only I could find her
I’d ask her to make me brave
To sing the song of ancients
Raise the truth from its grave
I am descendant of the forest,
The hills and the glades
I’m a child of Alba
I was born to be brave
My voice is whetted by her waters
I will not falter or choke
For I was baptised in the water
Straight from her throat
And I may never find the giants
With the mountains in their skirts
For they don’t belong in the world
of coffee makers, buses and collarless shirts
But this is still her land
Where the wild women grow
And I can walk her roads
They always lead me home
And I can sing the songs we all forgot we know.
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Supporting Poem
(This poem is also the supporting poem for Chapter 6, Pressure & Persecution)

‘Ode to Anniesland Cross’
There’s a crossing
Just up the street from me
Where all roads meet
It takes fifteen minutes to get
From one side to the other
If the lights are in your favour
On one corner
There’s a high school
Where I spent many years
I choose not to remember
It’s opposite the fire station
Where my cousin works
All the specialist training in the world
And they still fail to see
With the naked eye
All the kids on the street
Burning alive
There’s a rugby pitch
Attached to a private school
Where a fifteen-year-old once broke his leg
His body healed in six weeks
His shattered dreams still lie in recovery
There’s a small road red light
That drivers tend to ignore
I grew up with a girl
With bird feather bones
And Autumn hair
“Fall”, she would say
Her mother pushed her into every
Dance competition imaginable
Unacceptable, the fact that
Not all birds can fly
It took an ignored red light
A missed redhead
A fall
Under four wheels
To make her mother stop
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I hear the girl now dances for a living
But on her own terms
There’s a supermarket
That was the perfect part time job
We flocked
In awful uniforms
With minimal cares
To minimum wages
For summers, I can’t believe
A decade ago, now
Some are still there
Stuck haunting the aisles
Stacking away the best years of their lives
There’s a little bay of parking spaces
Where I squeeze my car in
Every night
Between the flat tyred Clio
And the covered-up motorbike
Last night he came home
Just as I was pulling in
Crossing the last of the roads
And kissed me outside our front door
There’s a crossing
Just up the road from me
It takes fifteen minutes to cross
From one side to the other
But a lifetime
For all roads
To lead me home
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By now you've learned a lot about writing from your own experiences and things
that have happened to you - past tense.
In this chapter we're going to be looking at certain pressures that might be
surrounding you right now and having an effect on your present. Writing about the
present can be really difficult because our life events are still playing out around us;
it feels like we can't finish a train of thought because it's still happening. Spoken
word can be a wonderful tool to help us figure things out and also to help us
contextualise the world around us and in this chapter, we're going to be learning
how to do so.

Persecution & Hindsight
Have you ever heard the phrase that 'Hindsight is 2020'? It basically means that a
situation can be seen for everything that it is only when we look back on it with the
reflection of time. For example, we can look at the witch burnings today and call
them out as atrocious acts committed against thousands of Scottish citizens,
mainly women. It was a dark period in our history, but do you think that, at the time,
the people who were doing the burning were thinking: “We're living out and, and
we're acting out a dark period in someone else's history?” I don't think so.
Think about this - it's 2020 just now, think about 2050. Think about 30 years from
now. Think about what people in 2050 are going to look back on this era and think:
“My God, that was atrocious!”

Mini Writing Exercise
‘Everyday Pressure’
To get you thinking about the kinds of pressures you might be under in your present
lives, we are going to do a mini writing exercise to help identify them and help us
think about the impact they have on our lives.
Take a new page in your notebook (or fill out the exercise below) and draw a line
down the middle, splitting it in two. Place a header on each side of the line like the
ones below;
Take five minutes to fill this in.
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The pressure to….

Makes me feel….

Example –become a mother now that I
am married
Example – Lose weight to not be
considered ‘plus size’

The Spark Education Programme

Example – pressured to consider
becoming a mother, even when I don’t
want to right now
Example – unhappy and unhealthy and
sometimes have obsessive thoughts
about my body
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Now that you have filled in your list, imagine what your life would be like if those
pressures did not exist. Would you behave differently? Would you live your life
differently?

Link – Arrival

Braiding a Story
When I decided that I wanted to write a show about womanhood, I knew that I
would have to write about motherhood. Now I don't want kids myself, but that's not
to say that I won't change my mind one day and decide that I do want them. And
that's okay.
Motherhood is such a huge subject that I didn't even know where to start. So, I sat
down and told myself: “Don't think about it too much. Just...start writing.” The first
thing that came to mind was the story of the time my Mum gave me this, like, book
called 'Growing Up' when I was about to hit puberty, so I wrote that. At the end of
that story, I realised I hadn’t covered everything I wanted to, so I wrote another
story. This time I wrote about a girl I knew in high school who had an abortion and
after that I still wasn’t done, so I wrote about the looks I got when holding my
cousin’s baby at a party and then I wrote about what I imagine having a daughter
would be like.
After I wrote all these stories, I realised that I still hadn’t figured out how to write
about motherhood but sharing this collection of stories helped paint a picture of
how I felt at the time. 'Arrival' was everything that I had to say on a subject that I
didn't know how to write about and that felt good.

Writing Exercise
‘Story poem’
The technique I just talked about - taking lots of stories and putting them together
to tell a bigger story - is called braiding. You're braiding these mini stories to create
a bigger story.
The title of today's exercise is called 'Am I brave?' This is a question that's hard for
you to answer yourself so it's a good excuse to try and use this exercise to figure
some things out through writing poetry.
Start by MIND MAPPING this exercise, write down times that you think that you
were brave. Feel free to consult your story grids if you think they’ll help. Remember
we're going to try and braid these stories together so try and pick ones that are
quite different but ones that stick out very strongly in your mind. Remember to use
your sensory memories and your sensory details when you're MIND MAPPING.
Take ten minutes for this stage.
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When you are finished your MIND MAP, feel free to take another five minutes if you
want to PLAN on a new page. Do some of your stories link together somehow? Do
you want to explore that a little by playing with lines around your memories before
going into the WRITING? Remember, nothing you write in the early stages is a
waste of time and the more you MIND MAP and PLAN the easier the WRITING will
be and the stronger your end piece will be.
When you are ready to move onto the WRITING stage of this exercise, take a fresh
page and put ten minutes on the clock. Remember, the title of this poem is called
‘Am I Brave?’ and you are going to try and braid your stories and memories and
thoughts together to try and answer that question. Also remember, you do not have
to have figured out the answer by the end of the piece. Happy Writing!

Conclusion
Pressure can come from anywhere. It can come from your school, it can come from
your community, it can come from general society, it can even come from your
home.
Admitting that there's something that you don't know, and you want to figure it out,
is vulnerable and commendable. And, by the way, that vulnerability is what is going
to allow you to write incredible poems that connect with audiences.

Top Tip – An Intro to Editing
Some of the piece your write, even in this programme or elsewhere, will adapt and
will grow and will change. Maybe it changes naturally as you PERFORM it, or
maybe you come back to it after a couple of months and decide to add points or
change point or take points out. That can happen. It’s called EDITING and it is your
friend.
Whatever you write doesn't ever have to be the finished piece. The blank piece of
paper is way scarier than having something that's not quite finished. So just getting
something down and knowing that no one ever has to see the page if you don’t
want them to can be very freeing. Your poems can change and grow as you do, so
never think that EDITING is a bad thing, it’s going to help you keep your poems with
you for years.

Reading List
Notes from the Sexual Health Clinic Waiting
Room by Toby Campion
Letter to the Child that I’m Planning Not to
Conceive by Nadia Freeman
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Text of Poem
‘Arrival’
I was one week early
which never happens
my mum never had The Chat with me
but handed me a book and said
read this, and if you have any questions
come and talk to me
I smuggled it into school
and showed it to everyone
we fell quiet when we read what would happen to our bodies
I only asked
what if I get pregnant by accident?
I should have asked her more questions
because there must have been a chapter missing from that book
it never told us to look for the day that boys become quiet
and speak in code
it never told me
that if your body grows beyond a certain size
it becomes public property
a monument to development
it never told us growing up was going to be so damn hard
that your mind would grow with your body and experience
pains of their own
it should have mentioned
mental health
managing stress
peer pressure
and damnit
would it have been so hard
in the section about periods
to mention that when trying tampons for the first time
DON’T USE THE SAME ONES YOUR MOTHER DOES
THE WOMAN’S HAD TWO CHILDREN FOR CHRIST SAKE
HAVE A LITTLE COMMON FUCKING SENSE
I should have asked her more questions
I was one week early
she was two weeks late
right boy, wrong time
too young to play mother
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too old to ask her mother to hold her hand
it should have been him
he, who pitched a tent inside her self-worth
and built them both a home but
instead, it was me
and I was 30 seconds late
breaking down the bathroom door
as what could have been
spilled down her legs
they never came at the right time
but they were not wrong
she was not wrong
an impossible decision between that and
the life she envisioned for herself
I asked my mother
if that ever happens to me, should I tell you?
she said
I’m the first person you tell.
and stroked my hair as I cried
for all the right choices
that come at the wrong time
and all the arms that never got to
carry
they never told me growing up would be
so
damn
hard
I was one week early
at a party my cousin brought her new-born baby
her name is Isla
she floated through a sea of
arms and aunties
no rocking disturbed her slumber
she drifted into the port of my chest
all the seas quieted
eyes turned to me
someone said
that suits you
they were many years late
in noticing I am not harbour
not port, not resting place or
lapping shore
I am tempest and ocean
I road and compass point courage
adventurer mind
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I captain
I live my life with my arms open
like sails ready to catch everything that comes my way
these arms are not meant to shelter
their wistful looks
turning my arms from sail to cradle
wrestle my love into
straight-jacket
tie me to this love
this is how to love when you are
woman
isn’t this what you wanted?
isn’t this what we wanted for you?
doesn’t mother just suit you?
so
damn
well
I was one week early
which never happens
the usual sign telling me I am not pregnant, telling me
I was
past tense
I was born one day late
into a world of music
and never stopped dancing
my mother taught me how to look after myself
my father taught me I would never be alone
my sister taught me how to be sister
to be friend, to be
storyteller
I see her
she has all the music of her father
and my way with words
she
is him
she is me
if she is called by the wind and sea
and leaves me once again
empty harbour
I’ll keep my love burning in the lighthouse
point her North
wish her fair weather
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tell her to never look back
she will be free as I am now
to plot my courses and weather my seas
we are connected by the oceans that boil
under our skin
I’ve been making waves all my life
I’m not sure that’s ever going to change
I was one week early
one day late
one life inside that’s
mine to give
maybe she will only remain
beautiful possibility
my best story
maybe the best is yet to come
but if she does
she will be
right on time

Supporting poem is ‘An Ode to Anniesland Cross’, which was also the
supporting poem for Chapter 5, Place. Find the text version of this poem at the
end of the Chapter 5 section of the workbook.
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WRITING and PERFORMING spoken word poetry is a seriously vulnerable act. The
more comfortable you get with using your own experiences as starting points for
your poems, the easier it is to pull on threads tied to more intense and potentially
upsetting memories and experiences. Being vulnerable in your writing is great but I
just want to really underline the importance of taking care of yourself while you're
writing.

Taking Care of Yourself
As you know spoken word can be anything and it can cover any topic; including
things that are sad or angry or painful. I just want to make it clear, at this point, this
is not me saying that you should be writing sad or angry or painful poems. I would
never ask you to do that, and no one should ask you to do that, ever. However, if
that is something that you want to engage with in your writing those are perfectly
valid feelings.
When I was writing 'Dark' I knew that I was going to have to come up with ways,
both in the WRITING and the PERFORMING, so that the rage and pain that I felt
during the research, MIND MAPPING and PLANNING stages was never going to
affect me or hurt me when I was PERFORMING the poem on stage.
There are many ways to do this, many tools and techniques that are really useful
even if all your writing is happy and funny. These will still help you too. So, we're
going to be looking at those now.

Link – Dark

Practical Exercise
Performance
Spoken word or performance poetry is that - it's PERFORMANCE. This is the part
that comes at the end of the process. You've learned how to MIND MAP and PLAN,
you've got to grips with your WRITING and you've been able to EDIT little bits and
pieces, and now we're going to come to the fundamentals of PERFORMING.
So much of spoken word comes from the PERFORMANCE element of it. Like I said
at the very start of the programme, it's as much about what you say and how you
say it as it is about your WRITING. This is my favourite part of the process because
it's where I feel that I really get to know my poems. This is the part where I really feel
that my poetry and my WRITING reveals itself to me, because I'm figuring out how it
is that I want to present both to the world.
Pick a short piece of writing that you have done before, it can be anything, just a
couple of lines you don’t mind reading out loud over and over again. You are going
to take those lines and take five minutes to PERFORM them in lots of different
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ways, really getting to hear your words take on new meaning through the
PERFORMANCE.
So, find a space, remember to ground yourself and go through your “I take up
space” mantra like we did in Chapter 4, and take a drink of water to take care of
your voice.
Now, run the lines, practicing the following emotions.
1. Elated
2. Sad
3. Angry
4. Nervous
5. Exhausted
6. Frustrated
7. Calm
Also think about things like pitch, volume, gesture, speed and pausing. Take five
minutes to play around with this.
When I PERFORM 'Dark' in the show I sound angry and hurt, but I'm not. Maybe I
was angry and hurt when I was WRITING the poem but I'm not when I PERFORM it.
When I'm angry and I'm hurt I get tears in my eyes, I get really blotchy, and my
voice goes really high in pitch as I'm trying not to cry and I couldn't do the show if I
was in that place. So, I practised. I practised the emotions behind the words without
having to go near the emotions themselves.

Personification & Metaphor
Personification and metaphor are great tools to use to distance yourself from
subjects that might be difficult to talk about.
Personification is when you give an inanimate object, or you give an object that isn't
human, human-like traits. For example, to say that: 'A tree is strong' - that is
personification.
Metaphor is when you say that one thing is another: for example, 'My heart is a
bird'.
Using these as writing techniques in your poetry can almost disguise the stories you
are drawing inspiration from while still talking about all the things you want to talk
about. It can also make what you have to say a lot more interesting and be a
facilitator for taking your writing in a direction that you didn't see it going - which
can be really surprising and wonderful.

Writing Exercise – Objects in love
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This is a small exercise to practice using personification and metaphor in our
writing. We are going to write a love letter from one inanimate object to the other,
while sounding like a love letter between two people.
So, to begin with, pick two objects from the list below;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Key
Guitar
Doormat
Backpack
Notebook
Steering Wheel
Kite
Hiking boot

For the MIND MAPPING stage of this poem, take ten minutes to write as many
things as possible down about the two objects you’re are writing about. For
example, if I picked the guitar, I could say things like ‘instrument’, ‘has a neck’,
‘string instrument’, ‘hole on the inside’.
Ten minutes might seem like a long time but after you need time to get rid of the
more obvious things that come to mind to get to the really interesting stuff that will
be useful in your WRITING. I had a friend who did this exercise once, and she chose
a key as an object. The first things she wrote were things like, ‘can be silver or it can
be bronze’ but the longer she thought about it, the more interesting the things she
wrote down became. For example, ‘a gift on your 21st birthday’ and ‘women are
taught to carry them between their knuckles when they're walking home at night.’
So take ten minutes to MIND MAP. Happy writing.
After you have finished your MIND MAP, take five minutes and move onto the
PLANNING stage. Go back through your list of attributes for each object and see if
there are any things that you can personify. For example, before I said ‘string
instrument’ when talking about the guitar. If I were to personify that I would say
‘highly strung’. Five minutes to personify and PLAN. Happy Writing.
Once you have your PLAN it’s time to move onto the WRITING. You are going to
WRITE a letter from one object to the other. Like with the letters that we've done
before, they've got a really obvious structure. So, you start with 'Dear' one object
and you end with 'Love' the other object. The goal is to WRITE a letter that, if you
gave to a stranger to read, they would think it was a letter between two humans.
This exercise is one where you get to really play with language and experiment so
have fun with it. So, take ten minutes to write your letter from one object to the
other. Happy writing.

Conclusion
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Spoken word is a great way to navigate so many things but it can also bring up
things that you thought were long settled. Just please remember to be kind to
yourself when you're WRITING. Be kind to your stories, be kind to your memories,
just be kind to yourself and make sure that you take as much space as you need whenever you need it.
Use personification and metaphor and practice your PERFORMANCE technique so
you can always convey the emotions that you want to convey without ever having to
put yourself in an emotional situation that you don't want to be in.

Reading List
Rage by Hannah Lavery
Undatable by Ellen Renton
Toothbrush to the Bicycle Tyre by Sarah Kay
I Am Not Surprised by The Repeat Beat Poet
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Text of Poem
‘Dark’
are you scared yet?
is the fear stinging the back of your throat
through to the hairs on the back of your neck
the bitter pill
you cannot get your mouth to
swallow
getting a taste of the medicine
they are unwittingly
force-feeding
are you scared yet?
are you squashing it down?
deep and hidden and part of you
like bones of the skeletons in your closet
you never put there
the ones with eyes that still stare in the sockets
watch you everywhere
are you scared of what will come out of the
furniture at night if you ever dared tell
are you scared yet?
is the ink you swill around your mouth
fine as wine and fit for
decanting to page
to spill your fill of this truth,
turned to ash,
to gristle in your teeth
turned to nothing
turned to black hole
making negative of the universe you held inside of your soul
or worse
has it been siphoned out of your
and into their pens
already writing their own version
of the story you hold in your veins
we all know how this one goes
it’s a cautionary tale

speech

are you scared yet?
scared of letting go
of your anger? your rage?
the untameable tempest battering your rib cage
I’ve swallowed down so many stories that didn’t agree with me
I got tried of
bringing up
the past
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this tingling in my throat is from when I swallowed coals
taken from the hearth of grandmother courage
and let it burn
turned it into poison, got sick, got better, got stronger
let them
choke
on the taste of what they made me
festering and broken and ripe for the picking
In the beginning there was a blank page
bright eyes in colour-book age
by torchlight she hid
it did nothing to stop him
in cupboards she hid
it did nothing to stop him
in silence she hid
it did nothing to stop him
the only thing that did was a
mouth full of courage
and the spilled ink was mopped
the stain is still on her life
for years the truth swilled around her
but now it’s too late to let it come out

clever mouth

Are you scared yet?
you should be
because I
rose from the ashes of all that you made of me
this time around I’m fireproof
I’m the proof of what you can become
when you rip down the walls and let the light in
open the doors and set the world to rights in
the pits of your pain is the heart of our flame
we will let it light you up
I am half the world
I am angry and broken but
you can’t keep me in the dark forever
I don’t hide by torchlight any more
this is the part of me no one has ever seen before
and I’m sorry if it’s hard for you to watch
but stories are powerful things
and while I have you moth to flame
she is coming for you
we are all coming for you
we will have our revenge
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and it starts right here
with this
just this;
I will never be afraid of you again
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Supporting Poem
(this is actually three individual short poems, all without names, in a
series I call ‘Objective Love’)
The Steering Wheel fell in love
With the Kite
Admired her open arms
Always waiting to catch
Anything that came her way
Regardless of whether
It took her higher
Or brought her
Crashing down
He figured she could use a little more direction, she
Figured he could use a little less steer.

The Bull fell in love
With the Musical Instrument
She is so used to the symphony
Of china shop chaos
She never knew the meaning of
Lullaby. Aria. Harmony
Until now.
She defies her nature and entirely stops moving
Scared she’ll break this one too.

The Girl made of Colours fell in love
With the Boy with Magnet Hands
Got sucked in by his forcefield
Most powerful attraction
Started to feel sick
Her positive no match
For his negative
Pushed each other away
Opposites don’t attract
Every time.
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Writing is a journey, and it never stops. I'm still on my writing journey and I hope
that never stops. I hope that I keep growing and getting better and changing in
spoken word, but the thing that helps me to do that is to be able to look behind me
and see all the places that I've been in my writing before. To see how I felt about
something at a particular time helps me better understand how I feel about that
same thing now. If this programme really is the first time that you've ever
encountered spoken word, then I am honoured to be part of that journey, but I hope
it is really just the first baby steps that you take into this world of writing.

My Power Comes From You
'Spark 'is a show that I wrote because I wanted to write about all the things that
were important to me and to acknowledge all the things in my life that made me
and, in the process of writing, I realised just how much of that is attributed to the
people in my life. Knowing that who I am as a person is because I have a great
support network of friends and family and their love and them cheering me on
makes me feel like I can do anything. The dictionary definition of empowerment is the process of becoming stronger and more confident while controlling one's life
and claiming one's rights. That is what poetry has allowed me to do.

Link – Burn

Writing Exercise
‘Things I Know to be True About Myself’
By now you should have pages and pages and pages of you notebook that are full
of scribbles and writing exercises, pieces of poems and ideas - all of them about
you.
So, I want you to go back through all of them and pull out your favourite bits; grab
lines that you liked, bits that you didn’t get to fully explore in previous pieces, things
that ended up on the cutting room floor or even bits that ended up in your final
pieces that you want to use again. Pull out all your best bits, lay them all out on the
page (MIND MAP and PLAN) and have a look at them and then I want you to use
what's there as a starting point for a poem. I want you to write a poem that's called
'Things I know to be true about myself.'
Take as long as you need to go through your notes, make some new ones, pull
everything onto a different page - that takes as long as it takes. But then, once
you're ready to start, take 15 minutes to write your poem. Happy writing.
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Conclusion
I want you to look at what you've just WRITTEN; a piece that you have made from
the journey you've been on with this programme. That came from practice and
building confidence and doing exercises and experimenting and things going wrong
and figuring it out. All that hard work goes into the piece that you have now.
Nothing you write is a waste of time. Even if, at the time of WRITING, you think it’s
not working, it's still not wasted. If anything, it's helped you figure out what you
really want to say.
The piece you're holding is proof that you are a poet.

Top Tip – Don’t throw anything out
Keeping everything - don't put anything in the bin! It's keeping everything. Even
if...when you open it you want to die of cringe of what you've written - keep it!
Because you never know when it might be useful.
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Text of Poem
‘Burn’
I went back to the beginning
and found all the answers I was looking for
in your faces
felt so much power in your
presence
there is a curse that lies on all of us
you can hear it in cracked hip bones
tiny first cries
you can feel it in your shoulders
your back
the soles out your feet
maybe it will never be broken
but this is not the old magic
it’s just the brick after brick in
building his heaven
we built our vocabulary around the
towers
around us
learned to call it home
this is not the old magic
the old magic is out there
in the wild
It found a way to survive the hurled
brick by brick
it uprooted and trusted itself to the wind
took seed inside our chests
we carry her in every heartbeat
where she is needed most
we are the guardians of her mother
and her mother
and every cracked hip they tried to
rebrand
as stolen rib
the story changes over time
the truth remains the same
believe me
they will still try to come for you
silence you
turn your bloody body into inkwell
use your feathers to rewrite retell
but remember
no one page can hold your subway
map plotlines
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you can hold powerlines
have them send you on a journey
no manuscript in the embers could
ever erase our story
and we will never be afraid of fire
again
we are the women with matches in
our teeth and gunpowder chests
we are new moons and fresh starts
harbours and stitches
we are family
we are witches
we know the stakes are high
but being loved by us
is so damn magical
we’ve come a long way to this
wonderful
it’s not perfect
in fact, it’s so damn hard
to bleed kindness from your heart
full of smoke and ember
remember
it doesn’t matter if you’re roaring flame or
cigarette kiss
musket wit or inferno grit
for we all perfected the art
of rising from the ashes long
before
they ever thought to use it against us
light up every room
go through
this life
scorching
sometimes, all it takes is a spark
and that’s all we ever need
take it
light it up
Burn

(There is no supporting poem from this chapter, as the exercise is to pull
together bits and bobs of things you have already written.)
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We've come to the end of the programme and now it's time for you to write your
own 'Introduction’ poem.
You are absolutely ready for this. You've learned how to MIND MAP, PLAN, WRITE,
EDIT and PERFORM. You have learned how to write about what you know to be
true and how to use your voice - which is made up of all your experiences and your
point of view. You have learned how to write with the confidence of your
convictions. Take all of that and write something to let the world know who you are.
You can absolutely do this.
One note before you start. Remember right back at the very start of the programme
- in the Ground Rules - I said that: 'It's not about the poem, it's about the process.'
That is so true here with your 'Introduction’ poem. Because your 'Introduction’
poem is never going to be finished. Your 'Introduction’ poem should change and
grow as you do. It can be redrafted as many times as you like.
What I'm saying is that I'm not expecting you in the next 15 minutes to write down
the best poem that has ever been! I'm expecting you to write down, confidently,
things about yourself that you know to be true and that you want to share with the
world.
Just start the poem with 'Hi' and then see what comes after that.
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Congratulations poet, you did it.
You’ve come to the end of the programme, I hope you’ve had fun!
Remember to share any of your work with us at
sparkeducationprogramme@gmail.com
or @ us on Twitter @SparkPoetryEdu
So this is goodbye for now but I wish you hours and hours of happy writing.
Remember, light up every room and go through this life scorching. I really hope to
see your work performed on stage one day. Take care.
Happy Writing!
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